A Dashboard for Displaying Critical Data

Highlights
 Visualize your
increased
productivity
over time
 See trends
between
different
workflows
 Reallocate your
resources
based on work
completion
 Access to mapbased analytics

The Challenge:

 Calculate future
time and costs
demands

To make smart business
decisions based on historical
information.

 Create a setting
specific to your
needs

The Solution:

 Hub for valueadded platforms
 Provide alerts
 At-a-glance
format delivers
pertinent
information
effortlessly
 Shows static
and dynamic
data including:
process data,
reports, video
and live content

CONTACT US
BreezeSoft, LLC
7d, Zdolbunivska str.,
of. 406, Kyiv 02081,
Ukraine

Mapplet Analytic Tileboard (MAT) is a viewing environment that displays all of your
critical data in an at-a-glance format making it a valuable and user-friendly addition to
the Mapplet Suite. MAT streams dynamic data to your dashboard, incorporating
aggregate data, or rotating data, that changes and updates based on your settings. It
allows you to easily run important reports and to gain quick-access to relevant data.
MAT goes beyond a GIS centric environment to also capture other enterprise data
sets within your organization such as—plants, customer service, and laboratory
systems, to name a few. Anyone within an organization can access and utilize MAT,
gaining access to critical information pertinent to their work. Field work information
like valve turning and plant reads can be displayed along with in-house office work
such as billing and customer service complaints. Views can be configured to meet
the needs of you as an individual, your group, or throughout an agency.
MAT is a web browser solution which is ideal for all operating systems including
Windows 7, 8, Android, and iOS. The tile theme provides flexibility for location, size
and movement of the information you need to view.
MAT aims to give a straightforward, simple-to-use dashboard display that is easily
configurable and intuitive so that both technical and non-technical professionals can
utilize MAT. The benefit of MAT for organizations is the ability to make optimal
decisions from the use of a simple, dynamic set of data.
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